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AFTER A CAREER SPANNING NEARLY FIVE DECADES, YOU’D HAVE
THOUGHT SUPERYACHT DESIGNER AND ALL-ROUND CREATIVE
POWERHOUSE MARTIN FRANCIS WOULD HAVE SEEN IT ALL, BUT
HIS LATEST COLLABORATION WITH SWAROVSKI ‘BLEW HIS MIND’
WORDS NICK COMPTON

M

artin Francis has had a convoluted but
covetable career. A good part of it has
involved designing luxury yachts from
a base in the south of France – and not
just any old yachts, but some of the biggest, fastest,
most beautiful and groundbreaking craft ever to weigh
anchor, including a collaborative effort with Philippe
Starck. Ever conscious of his personal brand, Starck
refused him equal billing, but Francis – self-effacing
and a little shy – still insists working with him was a joy.

at the college now known as Central Saint Martins.
On graduation, he became a cabinet-maker, designing
and building his own furniture, but soon became bored.
In 1967, looking to add to his skill set, he started work
with structural engineer Tony Hunt and the young
Norman Foster, then a long way from establishing his
international mega-practice. ‘In those days, his office
was a bedsit in Hampstead,’ says Francis.
After a brief rock’n’roll adventure as the assistant
production manager on The Rolling Stones’ 1970
European tour – he got the gig after building them
a pack-away proscenium arch – and a brief stint
working at The Rainbow, the legendary concert venue
in Finsbury Park, London, Francis again worked with
Foster. He would be pivotal in creating the building
that really established the architect’s reputation: the
Willis Faber & Dumas headquarters in Ipswich, which
is now a Grade I listed building. Completed in 1975,
it had what was then the largest glass wall in the world
– a 4,000sq m vitreous wave. It was Francis who
devised a way of making that wall stand up and stay
put, and he quickly became known as the ‘glass man’.

When he wasn’t designing yachts, he worked with
Britain’s two architect Lords, Foster and Rogers,
at pivotal points in their pre-ennoblement careers;
legendary French architect and designer Jean Prouvé;
one of the founding fathers of minimalist art, Frank
Stella; and, in the early Seventies, at the height of their
mayhem-making powers, The Rolling Stones.
Like The Rolling Stones, and indeed a whole generation
of British artists, musicians and significant creatives
of other stripes in the mid-Sixties, Francis studied at
art school in London – in his case, furniture design,
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GRAND DESIGNS
Opposite: Martin Francis. This page: Luxury
motor yacht A, with interiors by Philippe Starck
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However, the mid-Seventies was not a good era for
architects. Little was being built and Francis decided
to make the move to France, where his wife had
relatives. He had grown up near the Thames and
had always enjoyed messing around with boats; in
France, he got more serious about it and they became
a passion, both personally and professionally. Having
taken a job with a local mastmaker, he worked on the
rigs for two French entries in the 1977–78 Whitbread
Round the World Yacht Race. In his spare time,
he built his own boat, a novel brushed-aluminum
design that cut through the water with eye-catching
speed – eye-catching enough, in fact, to attract design
commissions. He soon found himself at work on the
four largest sloops in the world.

SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME
This page, from top: Martin Francis’s development boat for Mercedes
– a first for the car marque; tthe glass pyramid at the Louvre, which he
helped design. Opposite: His wife, designer Sandrine Melot, used the
Swarovski Surface Collection, which includes crystal-embellished wood,
leather and suede, to dramatic effect on board Philmi

Peter Rice, whom architecture writer Jonathan Glancey
called ‘the James Joyce of structural engineers’. They
worked together on the La Villette science museum in
Paris, with Francis designing the cable-braced glass
walls and going on to develop a rigging system for IM
Pei’s giant glass pyramids at the Louvre.
He eventually got back on the water in 1995, designing
Senses, an almost 60m-long expedition motor yacht
with interiors by Philippe Starck. It was bought in
2011 by Google founder Larry Page for $45m. The
duo collaborated again in 2004, on the now-iconic
yacht A, which launched in 2008. Francis said Starck
came up with the radical inverted bow design in
three and a half hours and it was his job to make it
seaworthy. Of course, he did much more than that,
and the 119m boat – built for a Russian billionaire at
a reported cost of nearly $300m – can do 23 knots and
barely make a splash. Along the way, he has managed
to fit in two decades of building giant sculptures for

It was then that he made the move into luxury motor
yachts, winning a commission from Mexican media
mogul Emilio Azcárraga. Eco, at almost 75m long,
with huge, optically correct convex glass windows,
launched in 1991 looking like no boat before it. It was
also very fast, reaching 30 knots-plus, partly due to the
hydrofoil beneath its rear end. A couple of renames
and owners later – among them Oracle software
company founder Larry Ellison – and it remains one
of the largest and fastest motor yachts in the world.

ALAMY

Super-luxury yachting is a rarefied world, but in it,
Eco is legend. It would be eight years after its launch,
however, before Francis received another commission
for a boat. The market for that kind of kit is a shallow
pool, and his radical designs may have scared off
prospective clients. Naturally, he had other things to
be getting on with – he continued to work with Foster
and, for a period, was managing director of the French
wing of his operation, as well as a near neighbor.
Back in 1981, he had established design and
engineering firm RFR with the late and influential
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“Francis became
fascinated with
how the hardedged crystals
accentuated the
other materials”

American painter and printmaker Frank Stella and
designing the inflatables used during the Tour de
France, including the finishing line and the podium.
He is now designing a 124m yacht and working with
Mercedes on the development of its first boat – an
expertly engineered 14m saloon for the seas.
The list of Francis’s other notable achievements
includes a collaboration with Swarovski. Perhaps it
was inevitable that a designer so identified with glass,
advanced engineering and the particular fancies and
fantasies of the super-rich would eventually work
with the crystal house. And while you might imagine
there was little left that could impress a man with his
resumé, he says the technology and ethos evident at
Swarovski’s headquarters in Wattens ‘blew his mind’.
What has come out of Francis’s blown mind is a radical
new range of crystal-enhanced panels in leather, wood
and suede for use by interior architects and designers,
particularly those working in the field of high-end
outfitting. ‘By placing individual crystals in simple
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arrangements on different textures – combining
crystal with leather and lacquer, for instance – the
eye no longer focuses on any particular material
but rather on the entire surface,’ he explains. Francis
became fascinated with how the hard-edged crystals
accentuated the properties of the other materials – the
softness of the hide, for example.
Keeping things in the family, the first to work with
the Surface Collection, as it is known, is Francis’s
wife, designer Sandrine Melot of Melot & Trillo. She
used the collection to dramatic effect in creating the
interiors of the 43m, Italian-built motor yacht Philmi.
‘It not only lends a discreet luxury touch,’ she says,
‘but also provides another source of light.’
For Martin Francis, working with Swarovski is another
chance to divert down interesting side roads, lend his
expertise to novel projects, and master a range of
new skills – something he has been doing throughout
his career. ‘I used to be embarrassed about not being
a specialist,’ he says. Not any more.

